
Communicate

Employee

Impact

By streamlining

recognition and

engagement

programs onto one

intelligent platform.

We help organizations foster positive corporate cultures and bring out the best in their people.

Centralize your recognition and reward programs such as service awards, peer recognition,

nomination-based programs, and others to offer a consistent experience throughout the

organization.

Our approach is to work with each client and adapt the platform to the goals and workflows for

each program. This collaboration ensures each program is aligned with your corporate culture

and meets the needs of all stakeholders.

We then differentiate ourselves with one of the most robust reporting and analytic engines. This

means we help HR uncover unique employee insights and provide actionable advice. 

Rewards | Engagement | Recognition | Insights 

Our turn-key tools are built on HR best-

practices. We can also adapt the platform to

your company culture, processes, goals. We

bring expertise in organizational behavior,

best practices, and tech to you.

Employee retention. We help employees

understand the impact they are having on

their career growth, the company, and

colleagues. Our approach of using smart

tech to enable authentic moments has

helped many organizations. Working with

the KangoGift team will help promote a

culture that embraces thoughtful

discussions. 

Recognition Insights

Rewards Engagement

"Our employees love the

simplicity and ability to tie

recognition to other activities

such as the annual review"

10+ Year Customer

Head of Total Rewards @ Global Company

CEO

@ KangoGift

"Employees don't want affirmation from a robot. They want to
hear authentic messages from people"

-  Todd Horton         

Culture and Retention Matter.

www.kangogift.com

1167 Massachusetts Avenue, Arlington, MA USA 02476

1-17-861-8335 | inquiries@kangogift.com

Who We Are?

#employeeexperience #employeeengagement

KangoGift is an HR technology company that provides a platform to enhance the employee

experience using three modules - engagement, recognition, and insights. We help organizations

foster cultures that ensure employees feel valued, appreciated, and inspired to do their best

everyday. Our HR tools help organizations achieve those goals.

Why Choose Us?

Benefits

Testimonials

https://kangogift.com

